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Vietnam is a young and vibrant country. With the sustained release of economic potential and the 
accelerated influx of global capital, the development achievements of Vietnam in recent years have 
drawn the attention of the world. At present, dozens of global forex brokers have entered Vietnam. 
There are also many domestic brokers burgeoning in Vietnam, attracting considerable amount of 
Vietnamese investors. 

In view of the huge potential and opportunities in the Vietnam’s forex trading market, WikiFX, 
as a professional media and data platform of global forex market, aims to show the industry the 
internal and external environment of Vietnam’s forex market and analyze the status of Vietnam’s 
forex market through brokers survey and user questionnaires, to understand the structure and 
needs of Vietnam’s forex investors, and further provide professional market advice and insight for 
the entry and operation strategies of the Vietnam’s market.

During this market research, WikiResearch visited and surveyed more than 20 foreign exchange 
brokers in Vietnam and collected more than 1,000 forex investor questionnaires. Here, we would 
like to express our sincere gratitude to all the companies and investors interviewed for their 
contributions to this report.

This research is the first one of the "Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research 
Report" series, as well as an important sign showing that WikiResearch has established a 
professional market research department to provide professional solutions and think tank 
support to global forex brokers and practitioners. In the future, WikiFX will accelerate its pace of 
globalization and become the world's leading professional media and data platform for the forex 
industry.

Focus on Vietnam 
to Meet Unlimited Opportunities

Preface
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1.1  History of Forex Industry 
Development in Vietnam

Forex trading has been in the world for nearly 30 years, but the 
development of it in Vietnam is mainly from 2013 onwards. This period 
is divided into two phases: from 2013 to 2017 and 2017 to the present. 
After 2017, global brokers are fully aware of Vietnam's economic 
development and dividend trends of individual and wealth growth. 
Many of them have set up branches in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, 
Vietnam. At the same time, Vietnam also has a considerable number of 
local companies to provide various forex products for investors. These 
features have jointly formed the current development momentum of 
the forex industry in Vietnam.

WikiResearch – Development Stages of Forex Industry in Vietnam

After 2017, a large number of brokers entered 
Southeast Asia, including more than 30 
international brokers doing business in Vietnam. 
The rapid maturity of the internal and external 
environment has brought Vietnamese forex 
industry into a development stage.

After 2013, the first batch of brokers began to 
enter the Vietnamese market. But at this stage, 
the forex market was not fully developed due to 
the maturity and economic base of infrastructure.

A very small number of professional investors in 
Vietnam conducted foreign exchange investments 
through funding accounts provided by brokers 
conducting global business. Few brokers have 
offices in Vietnam.

Hanoi

Ho Chi Minh

Vietnam

According to research data from WikiFX, since 2017, the number of international forex brokers 
that set up offices or conduct business in Vietnam has increased rapidly, which has reached more 
than 30 by today. In the rapid development of the industry, we can see it is an obvious "mixed 
bag". According to the survey, there are countless “white label” brokers conducting business in the 
domestic market. Also, many "fake" brokers are collecting money through illegal means under the 
cover of forex trading. This has had a negative impact on the development of the industry.

WikiResearch – Some International Forex Brokers Who Have Established Offices 
or Have Business Records in Vietnam
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1.2 Environmental Factors of Forex Industry 
Development in Vietnam

The forex market in Vietnam is experiencing a period of rapid development. This 
is closely related to Vietnam's current political, economic, social and technological 
environment. Therefore, we focus on the analysis and interpretation of the environment 
of the forex market in Vietnam from the following four aspects:

The whole world has witnessed the economic 
growth rate of Vietnam. Accordingly, the 
quality of workers and the wealth of citizens 
have also grown together. This has greatly 
accelerated the speed at which brokers set up 
institutions and conduct business in Vietnam. In 
the foreseeable future, Vietnam will continue to 
maintain high economic growth and share the 
dividends of development with all industries.

Economy

The information network infrastructure of 
the central cities of Vietnam has reached the 
international level, and the penetration rate of 
4G and smart phones in the country is extremely 
high. At the same time, Vietnam’s banking and 
payment industries have technical conditions 
to support international currency settlement, 
providing technical support for the development 
of the forex industry in Vietnam.

Technology

The average age of Vietnamese is only 30.9 
years old. The improvement in the substantial 
life has led to a rapid increase in Vietnamese 
investment desires. Investment instruments 
such as stock, forex trading and digital currency 
have all experienced a rapid growth in Vietnam 
in recent years, and there is still a great social 
potential waiting to be discovered.

Society

Vietnam is a communist country with strict 
foreign exchange policies and conservative 
government supervision. It strictly limits the 
investment and trading of derivatives and other 
products. However, since Vietnam is in a period of 
attracting large finite foreign investment to help 
its development and the administrative resources, 
its supervision is relatively moderate.

Politics

1.2.1 Environmental Factors: Policy 

Vietnam’s forex regulation is relatively strict. The National Bank of Vietnam is its forex 
administration department and the main regulation law is the Vietnam Foreign Exchange 
Regulations (ACT 28/2005/PL-UBTVQH11). The National Bank of Vietnam has implemented 
monetary policy as tools and intervened in the forex market for forex management to achieve 
macroeconomic goals in various periods.

WikiResearch – Key Acts of Vietnam's Forex Policy

01

02

03

04

05

Mechanism for Sovereign Currency and Exchange Rate
The sovereign currency is VND.It is issued by the National Bank of Vietnam and 
is not convertible freely. Vietnam has a managed floating exchange rate system, 
and the official exchange rate is calculated based on a basket of currencies of 
countries which have ties with Vietnam in terms of trade, finance and investment.

Derivatives and Other Products
Residents who purchase, sell or distribute  derivatives and other products 
abroad must  acquire approval from the National Bank of Vietnam. Foreign 
investors must open a  derivatives trading account at the exchange and  a 
deposit account at the appointed clearing  house for derivative trading.

Direct Investment
 The liquidation of foreign direct investment projects must be completed within 
6 months after the decision to close the project.

Capital and Currency Market Products
The shares of a Vietnamese listed company held by an overseas institution or 
individual shall not exceed 49% of the company's circulating shares, and that 
for the banking industry is 30%.

Currency Exchange Agencies
Currency exchange agencies cannot  directly conduct forex transactions with  
the National Bank of Vietnam. They are  allowed to use the VND to buy forex 
from individuals, but can not  sell forex to individuals in  exchange for the VND.
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1.2.2 Environmental Factors: Economy

In the past 10 years, Vietnam has been one of the fastest growing economies in the world. In 2018, 
Vietnam's GDP was US $254.6 billion, with a growth rate of 7.1%. This makes 2018 the fastest in the 
past 10 years, much higher than the 6.7% target set by the government at the beginning of the year.

Currently, Vietnam has no clear laws and regulations on forex margin trading. Actually, due to 
the suspension of forex options trading, the government's definition of forex margin trading is not 
protected by law. As the VND is a regulated currency, it has little circulation or trading outside 
Vietnam. Therefore, the forex market in Vietnam mainly depends on foreign currency.

However, since Vietnam is in an export-oriented economy and its economic growth highly depends 
on external supply, the actual forex regulation is looser than the Chinese market.

WikiResearch – Core Develop-Indexes of Vietnam’s Economy (2018)

Indexes Values

GDP (million USD) 22164.6 

Gross Asset Investment Formation (million USD) 53218.1 

GNP (USD) 1964.5 

Total Saving Rate (%) 26.0

Foreign Direct Investment (million USD) 3220.0 

CPI Growth Rate (%) 2.3

Industrial Production Index Growth Rate (%) 10.3

WikiResearch – Annual GDP Growth Rate of Vietnam (2009-2018)

Data Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam, CEIC, 2019.

Indexes           China           Vietnam

Regulatory Attitude Forbidden Unsupported

Offshore Account Forbidden Advised No Clear Restrictions

Deposit&Withdraw Channel Closed Channels Opened

TV Advertisement Forbidden Forbidden

Offline Activity Forbidden Allowed

WikiResearch – Comparison of Forex Supervision and Management Methods 
between China and Vietnam
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1.2.3 Environmental Factors: Social Basis

Vietnam’s population reached 94.7 million in 2018, but the average age was only 30.9 years 
old, which made it a very young country. The number of employed people was 55.458 million, 
accounting for 58.56% of the country's total population. Males accounted for 52.39% of the 
employed population, and women 47.61%, which was relatively balanced. The urban population 
reached 17.23 million, accounting for 31.06% of the total population. Compared with China's 
current urbanization rate of 57.35%, Vietnam still has a long way to go, and its demographic 
dividend has not yet fully erupted. There is still a room for development.

1.2.4 Environmental Factors: Technology Basis

According to a report from FT Confidential Research, approximately 46% of Vietnamese urban 
population now still uses cash to complete daily transactions. In general, Vietnam still lags behind 
most countries in Southeast Asia in cashless development. Meanwhile mobile phone transaction 
in Vietnam is growing fast. Compared with the same period in 2017, Vietnam's mobile banking 
transactions in the first nine months of 2018 increased by 126%, which equals to about $44.5 
billion.

The mobile network environment in Vietnam is also improving. In 2018, the average mobile 
Internet connection rate in Vietnam reached 21.56M, a year-on-year increase of 6.1%. While 
actively developing broadband 4G networks, Vietnam has also begun to prepare 5G infrastructure 
to further enhance users' mobile network experience.

WikiResearch – Core Indexes of Vietnam’s Population Structure (2018)

Indexes Values

Population (million) 94.7 

Average Age (year) 30.9 

Employed People (ten thousand) 5545.8 

Unemployment Rate (%) 3.1 

Average Monthly Income(USD) 249.0 

Average Saving (USD) 54.3 

69% - Rural

48% - Female

Data Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam, CEIC, 2019. Data Source: FT Confidential Research Opensignal.

Cash Payment Statistics in Southeast Asia

Types Vietnam Philippines Indonesia Thailand Malaysia

Cash-only Users 46% 34% 20% 20% 18%

Others 54% 66% 80% 80% 82%

Vietnam 4G Availability

58% - Employed

31% - Urban

52% - Male

Vietnamobile

MobiFone

Vinaphone

Viettel Mobile 86%

76.4%

65.4%

68%
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1.2.5 Environmental Factors: Regional Economy

At present, Vietnam's regional economy is centered in Ho Chi Minh and Hanoi, which are two 
megacities in terms of population, industry, finance and technology .

Haiphone

The third largest city 
of Vietnam and one of 
the largest harbour .It is 
similar with Tianjign in 
China.

Ho Chi Minh

The economic center of 
Vietnam and an idea FDI 
spot.Its GDP ranks NO.1 
in the country.

NO.1

NO.3Hanoi

The capital and politial 
cneter of Vietnam and the 
economic center spanning 
across the North Vietnam.
Its GDP ranks No.2 in the 
coutry.

NO.2

Da Nang

The economic center 
in central Vietnam, 
as well as one of the 
harbour cities

Nha Trang

A tourist attraction, 
which has a high 
reputation in China

Can Tho

It is near to the Golden 
Triangle and the center 
of Meikong Plain, 
having great potential 
for development

1.2.6 Environmental Factors: Summary

The World Economic Forum's "Global Competitiveness Report 2019" spoke highly of Vietnam's 
progress over the past two years. In the report, Vietnam's overall ranking is 67, maintaining a 
year-on-year increase of 10 , which boasts the fastest rising among the 141 countries and regions. It 
is particularly worth mentioning that Vietnam's unemployment rate ranks the third lowest among 
the top 70 countries and regions, only second to Qatar and Thailand, showing that much potential 
remains to be tapped in Vietnam's future labor and market.

However, Vietnam also has salient problems in terms of poor social welfare, backward 
infrastructure construction, increasing labor prices and lack of vitality in private businesses,etc. 
But all of these do not stop Vietnam from becoming one of the developing countries with fastest 
pace in the ASEAN region.

x Infrastructure
x Institutions/Welfare
x Skills and Technology
x Labour Market/Price
x Business Dynamism and  
 Innovation 

y Market Scale
y ICT Adoption 
y Macroeconomic Stability
y Financial System

Good Bad
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1.3 Vietnam vs Other Southeast Asia   
 Countries on Development Environment

Country Politics

Vietnam Medium political risk. It’s a one-party state, having a stable political environment.

Thailand
Medium political risk. It’s a federal state that implements constitutional monarchy, 
having a stable political environment.

Malaysia
Medium political risk. It implements constitutional monarchy and is one of the founding 
members of the ASEAN.

Indonesia
Relatively high political risk. It implements a presidential republican government and 
some of its regulations and administrative regulations change frequently. Foreign 
companies have higher risks in local investment.

1.3.1 Overview of Forex Industry Development in Malaysia

Country GDP(100 million USD) Average GDP (USD)

Vietnam 2,449.4 2563

Thailand 5049.9 6361.6

Malaysia 3472.0 12109.5

Indonesia 10,421.7 4284.7

Economy

Society

Country Population(10 thousand) Urban Population Rate Internet User Rate Mobile User Rate

Vietnam 9696 36% 66% 148%

Thailand 6924 50% 82% 133%

Malaysia 3225 76% 80% 125%

Indonesia 26820 56% 56% 133%

Technology

Country PC Network Speed Mobile Network Speed Mobile/Online Payment Rate

Vietnam 27.18M 21.56M 62%

Thailand 57.63M 17.58M 71%

Malaysia 63.48M 19.92M 39%

Indonesia 10.53M 15.52M 11%

Malaysia

Malaysians have a relatively conservative attitude towards financial derivatives trading such as 
retail forex or CFDs. At the same time, with the rapid growth of the capital market, many local 
people are happy to seek business opportunities from financial transactions such as stocks, futures 
and forex. The government gradually eased the regulation on foreign exchange transactions, and 
their attitude toward forex market is "acquiescence" and "non-interference."

Market Environment

The Malaysian Ministry of Finance has granted the Central Bank of Malaysia regulatory 
responsibility for foreign exchange. At present, Malaysia has not yet put retail forex under 
regulation, and there is no government-level regulatory license. The policy environment is quite 
acceptable.

Financial Regulation

A new generation of Malaysian investors still maintain a high level of enthusiasm for investing 
in retail forex, which is especially common for digital currency. The international brokers 
currently setting offices in Malaysia mainly include FXPRIMUS, ADS, Exness, XM, FXTM, FXCM, 
SwissQuote, Dukascopy Bank and FBS, etc.

Market Traits

Data Source: Wearesocial.
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1.3.3 Overview of Forex Industry Development in Indonesia1.3.2 Overview of Forex Industry Development in Thailand

IndonesiaThailand

With the implementation of the economic stimulus policy in Thailand in 2016, the Thai people's 
willingness to consume has increased, and the forex market has also shown a good growth trend.
In the foreign exchange market in Thailand, the banking market occupies a dominant position. 
The trading of foreign exchange instruments such as spot, swap and forward is active, and swap 
trading has become the main tool for commercial banks to manage forex assets.

Market Environment

The Central Bank of Thailand performs its supervisory duties on foreign exchange trading and the 
power is implemented by the Foreign Exchange Management and Policy Department under the 
Central Bank of Thailand. The Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand (SEC) oversees 
the country's securities market, including foreign exchange and CFD trading. Main regulations: 
Foreign Exchange Management Law (1942), Ministerial Decree Act. 13 (1954).

Financial Regulation

It is worth noting that foreign exchange trading is not illegal in Thailand. According to the relevant 
foreign exchange management laws, forex can be exchanged and traded as long as it is an authorized 
institution. Both residents and non-residents are allowed to conduct foreign exchange spot 
transactions (T+2) within the legal range and are free to choose all major international brokers that 
support the Thai language website.

Market Traits

Indonesia's ambitious young people are eager for freedom and wealth. Over the past decade or 
so, Indonesian investors have quickly accumulated trading experience and skills and are more 
experienced in distinguishing and selecting brokers. The government agrees that the market is 
open to overseas brokers on the condition that they set up offices in the country and comply with 
the guidelines of BAPPEBTI.

Market Environment

The Bank of Indonesia is the central bank of Indonesia and is responsible for implementing the 
exchange rate policy and managing foreign exchange reserves. Main regulations: The Foreign 
Exchange Trading Flows Act of the Supervising Banks and Non-Bank Financial Institutions (1999) 
and the Indonesian Rupee and Foreign Exchange Trading Restriction Act (2005).

Financial Regulation

The main foreign exchange broker that grew up locally is Monex Investido Futures (MIFX), which 
has a 32% share of the Indonesian foreign exchange market. The first batch of brokers entering 
the Indonesian foreign exchange market were mainly from Russia, including InstaForex, FXOpen, 
MasterForex and EXNESS, etc.

Market Traits
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1.4 Current Status of Digital Currency Industry  
 Development in Vietnam

In the blockchain and cryptocurrency industries, Vietnam is a dynamic market. Scattered investors 
account for the majority of the market,  and common investors are extremely active. It is worth 
mentioning that there are quite a few mines in Ho Chi Minh and industrial parks around Hanoi 
due to their power-supplying capacity and low electricity costs. The Vietnamese blockchain 
community relies mainly on Facebook (some Telegram), and Vietnamese digital currency traders 
are highly sensitive to the operations and marketing activities of exchanges in the market.

According to statistics, there are currently more than 300,000 digital currency traders and 
more than 60,000 digital currency mining communities active in the Vietnamese market. Both 
Huobi and OKEx have opened the VND channel and all of them have operators in Vietnam. The 
Vietnamese traders in Binance also account for over 15%, and that number in other exchanges is 
also very high.

Exchange Vietnamese 
Users

POLONIEX 5.13%

IDCM 33.26%

BITMAX 9.77%

WEX 9.04%

BITTREX 12.52%

KUCOIN 5.95%

Other 24.33%

33.26%

9.77%9.04%

12.52%

5.95%

24.33%

5.13%

WikiResearch – Vietnamese Users on Some Digital Currency Exchanges

Compared with other Southeast Asian countries, Vietnam has very distinct 
characteristics of differentiation—more potential labor force, more stable 
political situation, greater development space, more positive social attitude and 
a globalized technological foundation. These environmental factors will have 
a positive impact on the development of the forex industry in Vietnam and 
will inject more impetus to the momentum for future growth. Meanwhile, the 
prevalence of the digital currency in Vietnam will promote the development of 
Forex margin by increasing the popularity of investment market.

“

Research Views
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2.1 Statistics of Forex Margin Industry  
 in Vietnam

Vietnam's forex trading has been developing retail customers since 2013. It has ushered 
in a period of rapid development in 2017 and has already begun to take shape. However, 
during the survey, we did not only meet professional international brokers and local 
brokers who just started to do business, but also many fake brokers who collected 
money through illegal means under the cover of forex. Due to the limitations of research 
methods and data base, the following statistics are mainly based on desktop research 
and interviews and studies conducted by international brokers in Vietnam,  specifically 
refering to the “retail foreign exchange” field. As the industry maturing further, we will 
carry out further in-depth research and calibration in the future.

255K
Individual Investors 

(2019)

110%
Newcomers 

(2019)

107K
Monthly Active 
Investors (2019)

500
Mostly-used 

Leverage (2019)

160M
Monthly Gross 

Deposit (USD, 2019)

80%
IB’s Deposit 

Contribution Rate 
(2019)

1.5K
Monthly Deposit Per 

Capita (2019)

3~4USD

IB’s Commission Per 
Lot (2019)

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019.

2.1.1 Overview and Statistics Description: Investor Scale

In 2019, the number of forex investors in Vietnam is expected to be 250,000, and the monthly 
average active investors are expected to be 100,000. According to the development history of 
foreign exchange margin industry in other Asian countries, it is estimated that by 2021, the 
number of investors will exceed 800,000, with an expected average monthly active investor of 
350,000, accounting for 0.3% of the total population of Vietnam.

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019.

WikiResearch – Investor Scale and Growth Rate of Forex Market in Vietnam

85.0%

92.0%

117.9%

38.0

90.6

28.3

20.6

49.0

15.3
10.7

25.5

8.5
4.9

11.7

3.9

2018 2019e 2020e 2021e

Trading accounts of derivatives (in the market, 10 thousand)
Forex investors (10 thousand)
Monthly active forex investors (10 thousand)
Investors growth rate
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2.1.2 Overview and Statistics Description: Funding Scale

As an important business indicator and wind vane of the forex industry, deposits have greatly 
reflected the prosperity of the local market and market trends. According to the survey results 
of WikiResearch, the monthly gross forex deposit of the Vietnam’s forex market in 2019 was 
160 million US dollars, mainly because the per capita deposit amount still has a gap compared 
with other markets. With the double increase in the number of users and per capita deposit, it is 
estimated that by 2021, the monthly gross forex deposit of the Vietnam’s forex market will reach 
900 million US dollars.

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019.

WikiResearch – Deposit Scale of Forex Market in Vietnam 

173.0%

143.9%

133.0%

91200

39140

16050

5880

2018 2019e 2020e 2021e

1200 1500 1900 2400

Monthly gross deposit (10 thousand USD)
Monthly deposit per capita (USD)
Monthly gross deposit growth Rate

2.1.3 Overview and Statistics Description: Investment Product

At present, the products provided by Vietnam’s forex brokers to investors include conventional 
derivatives such as gold, currency, and commodities, and some brokers also provide digital 
currency products. However, in actual investment, more than 85% of investors are concentrated 
in foreign exchange investment. There are also some brokers who believe that investors will favor 
other products and digital currencies.

WikiResearch – Available Products Provided by Brokers in Vietnam

 What kind of product do you provide to Vietnamese investors?

WikiResearch – Mostly-favored Products of Investors in Vietnam 

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

 Which product does your clients mostly favor?

Forex

Precious Metal

Futures

Crude Oil

Stock Indexes

Digital Currency

60%
CURRENCY

25%
GOLDEN

15%
OTHER

100%

80%

70%

60%

60%

30%
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2.1.4 Overview and Statistics Description: Risk Appetite

Due to the preference of Vietnamese investors for high leverage, even though many brokers have 
licenses from top regulators such as FCA and ASIC, they still provide about 500 times leveraged 
products by opening offshore companies for clients. It is worth mentioning that most brokers 
believe that if they provide a higher leverage, they will be favored by more investors.

WikiResearch – Highest Leverage Provided by Brokers in Vietnam

WikiResearch – Brokers’ Attitudes Toward Leverage in Vietnam 

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

 What is the highest leverage you provide to Vietnamese investors?

 Do you think leverage over 500 can draw more investors?

Yes. The higher, the 
better.

Yes. 1000 would be 
better.

No. 500 is enough.

50 and lower
400
500
1000
2000 and higher

15%

70%

5%
5% 5%

2.2 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam
 At present, forex brokers cannot set up sales departments directly in Vietnam to operate, 

and local banks in Vietnam cannot open accounts for forex trading or fund settling. 
Therefore, the Vietnam forex industry has formed a set of models that adapts to local 
market rules.

WikiResearch – Forex Business Model in Vietnam

2.2.1 Company Founding

International forex brokers generally employ Vietnamese local employees who 
mainly focus on market and customer service when they set up an agency in 
Vietnam, such as Vietnam office or customer service center.

2.2.2 Client Source

International forex brokers are highly dependent on IB (agent) when operating in 
Vietnam, and the proportion of direct customers is extremely low. Most brokers 
only provide services to Vietnamese passport holders.

2.2.3 Account Opening

Vietnamese forex investors prefer to use higher leverage. Brokers generally open 
accounts for Vietnamese users in offshore regulatory areas.

2.2.4 Payment Solutions

Forex brokers work with local third-party payment companies in Vietnam to 
provide deposit and withdraw channels supporting most Vietnamese banks for 
Vietnamese investors.
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2.2.1 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Foundation

One hundred percent of the brokers interviewed have offices in Ho Chi Minh City, the economic 
center of southern Vietnam. Sixty percent of the brokers interviewed have fewer than 30 
employees, but a small number of brokers have more than 100 local employees. In terms of salary, 
the per capita salary of the foreign exchange industry in Vietnam is about US $450/month, far 
exceeding the Vietnamese average of US $249/month.

WikiResearch – Brokers’ Office Location

WikiResearch – Employees Number WikiResearch – Vietnamese 
Employees’ Average Salary

Ho Chi Minh 

Hanoi

Nha Trang

Other

Dalat

 Where do you set your offices?

 How many employees do you have?

Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research and 
interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

100%

40%

10%

5%

25%

 What is the average salary of 
your Vietnamese employees?

More than 100
51-100
31-50
11-30

$701-$1000
$501-$700
$301-$500
Less than $300

32%
10%

47%

11%

5% 5%

30%

60%

2.2.2 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Source of Clients

At present, the majority of Vietnamese brokers' customer sources are mainly local IBs, but there 
are also a small number of brokers with direct clients accounting for more than 50%. There is 
currently no regulation of IB in Vietnam. Brokers mainly cooperate with IB in the form of rebates. 
IB’s rebates are on average 35% of the spread or 3 USD/Lot.

WikiResearch – Proportion of IB and Direct Clients in Vietnam

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

WikiResearch – Rebates Provided by Vietnamese Brokers

Average Rate Depending 
on the Spread

35%
55% interviewed brokers chose this way.

Average Rate Per Lot 

$3
45% interviewed brokers chose this way.

 How much does IB or direct clients accounts for your clients respectively?

 How many rebates do you provide to your IB?

10%

15%

70%

5%

IB≤30%
30%<IB≤50%
50%<IB≤70%
70<IB
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2.2.3 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Account Opening

Many international brokers operating in Vietnam have licenses from well-known regulators such 
as FCA and ASIC, which in theory can provide Vietnamese investors with safer and more secure 
choices. However, according to the WikiResearch survey, Vietnamese investors generally prefer to 
use highly leveraged investments, so brokers mainly offer users the following options for opening 
accounts.

WikiResearch – Common Forex Account Opening Places in Vietnam

Interviewed brokers generally open offshore accounts for Vietnamese investors in these three 
places. What they have in common is to provide investors with a average option of 500 times 
at most, and offer brokers with the same technical schemes in the other regions of the globe,   
reducing the cost on technology input and pressure on capital flow.

Accounts Opened in Certain Vietnamese Local Banks

In this survey, we found that some “brokers” actually opened 
“non-foreign exchange accounts” for clients. But this situation is 
common in the Vietnamese market.

Cyprus Bahamas Cayman Islands

2.2.4 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Payment Solutions

At present, existing payment methods in Vietnam include credit transfer, direct debit (automatic 
debit), credit card payment, cash, check and money order, online payment, and digital currency.

According to the survey, most brokers have access to third-party payment companies in Vietnam, 
and have good support for local banks, mainstream international banks and card issuers. Although 
Vietnam's mobile payment development level is relatively low compared to other countries in 
Southeast Asia, it does not hinder the smooth flow of funds for forex trading.

WikiResearch – Local Companies Providing Payment Services in Vietnam
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2.2.5 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Marketing

Most Vietnamese brokers spend thousands of dollars a month on marketing. However, due to 
policy restrictions, brokers cannot advertise outdoor and on TV. Therefore, their promotion 
channels are mainly online social networks and offline lectures and exhibitions.

WikiResearch – Online Promotion Channels for Brokers in Vietnam

WikiResearch - Offline Promotion Channels for Brokers in Vietnam

 Which online promotion channel do you think is effective?

 Which offline promotion channel do you think is effective? 

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

Local Forex KOL

Facebook, Google 50%

Zalo, Wechat

Local Forex Website

85%

80%

60%

30%

25%

50%

50%

15%

Client Development Meeting

Industrial Fair

Print Media Advertisement

Outdoor Advertisement

2.2.6 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Client Cost

According to the survey, the current CPA of the brokers through marketing ranges from 100 to 500 
USD. High promotion costs limited the motivation of gaining direct clients.

WikiResearch – Promotion Cost of Forex Brokers in Vietnam

 How much is your current CPA? 

 Which type of bonus activity did you ever conduct?

WikiResearch – Bonus Types of Forex Brokers in Vietnam

Eighty-five percent of the brokers interviewed conducted bonus activities during their operations. 
Among them, a few brokers have a bonus of up to 100%.

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

Less than $50
$51~$100
$101~$300
$301~$500
Over $500

Never held a bonus activity before
Less than 10% withdrawable bonus
More than 10% withdrawable bonus
Profit withdrawable earned through less than 50% bonus
Profit withdrawable earned through more than 50% bonus

10%

50%

25%

10%
5%

15%

10%

25%

45%

5%
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WikiResearch – Brokers’ Attitudes Toward Forex in Vietnam
WikiResearch – Vietnam Forex Brokers' Understanding of Digital Currency

 What is your attitude toward the prospect of Forex market in Vietnam in 
the next 3 years?  Have you heard about digital currency?

2.2.7 Status of Broker Business in Vietnam: Prospect

All the brokers interviewed expressed their optimism about the prospects of forex development 
in Vietnam. None of the respondents had a negative attitude towards the trend in the next three 
years. At the same time, 80% of the brokers said they would further increase their investment in 
Vietnam. According to the results of the WikiResearch survey, we have reason to maintain full 
confidence in the future forex market and upstream and downstream industries in Vietnam.

2.2.8 Vietnamese Forex Broker's Attitudes Toward Digital 
Currency

According to the WikiResearch survey, Vietnamese brokers surveyed generally lack professional 
knowledge of digital currencies, but they are positive about the results of investor education in the 
development of digital currency. Forty-five percent of brokers believe that the number of digital 
currency investors in Vietnam is larger than that of forex investors. There is a big opportunity to 
convert digital currency investors into forex margin traders.

WikiResearch – Brokers’ Investment Plan in Vietnam WikiResearch – Vietnamese Forex Broker's Attitudes Toward Digital Currency

 Will you further increase your investment in Vietnam?  Can Vietnam digital currency stimulate the increase of forex investors?

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P.20.

Increase investment significantly
Increase investment moderately
Stay still

Rather optimistic
Optimistic
Uncertain

30%

50%

20%

45%

50%

5% 10% 5%

20%

45%

25%

20%

10%

65%

Familiar with it, but haven't invested
Heard about, not familiar with it
Not familiar with it
Very familiar with it and have already invested

Yes, it does great help
Yes, it does help to investors conversion
No, they are two independent markets
No, it will grab clients from forex industry
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2.3 Business Cases of Brokers in Vietnam

2.3.1 Standard Model

In terms of institutional types, current Vietnam brokers can be divided into: international brokers, 
local white label brokers as well as IBs and fake brokers that raise funds in the name of forex 
investment. According to the broker's operation situation, IB dependence, account opening, etc., 
we refer to the most used and typical model as the “standard model”.

WikiResearch – Case I

WikiResearch – Case Review

This broker attracts clients through endorsement of international brands and active 
IB cooperation strategies and profits from a reasonable level of spreads and market 
making.

This model accounts for about 60% of the overall brokers. Despite a high degree of 
reliance on IB, brokers' own input costs and business benefits can be balanced in the 
current market environment.

Case Type  International Broker

Found Date in Vietnam 2017

Current Employees About 30

USD/EUR Spread 1.2~1.8

Leverage 1:500

Monthly Gross Deposit USD 500K

Active Accounts 2000

IB Rebate 33% of the spread

CPA(Direct Client) USD 500/Client

Dealing
Structure

Client
Structure

IB
70%

MM
60%

Direct Client
30%

STP
40%

2.3.2 Direct Client Model

WikiResearch's survey shows that about 5% of brokers apply the business model based on “direct 
client”. These brokers are most characterized by their larger groups of employees than brokers 
using other models and adoption of Call Center to attract customers.

WikiResearch - Case II

WikiResearch – Case Review

This broker attracts direct customers through low spreads and high bonuses. Through 
the self-built sales teams of hundred people to transform and maintain clients, market 
marking is their main business income.

The biggest risk of this type of model comes from the management and operating 
costs of the self-built team. Currently, Vietnamese investors have lower ARUP values. 
It is still questionable whether these brokers’ earnings can cover the management 
investment in developing direct customers.

Case Type International Broker

Found Date in Vietnam 2017

Current Employees About 300

USD/EUR Spread 0~0.2

Leverage 1:500

Monthly Gross Deposit USD 1000K

Active Accounts 8000

DC Acquisition Way E-Sales

Bonus Activity
Up to 100% bonus, profits 

withdrawable.

Client 
Structure

IB
30%

Direct Client
70%

Dealing 
Structure

MM
75%

STP
25%
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2.3.3 White-Label Market Making Model

With the development of the forex industry in Vietnam, many local brokers have emerged. Subject 
to business strength, most local brokers are in the state of white label operations. At the same 
time, this type of the brokers does not qualify for sufficient fund liquidity and technical capabilities 
to adopt STP/ECN model. Therefore, most of them use market making model. 

WikiResearch - Case III

WikiResearch – Case Review

The business of this type of broker is highly dependent on IB. The investment guidance 
of the investment instructor is the most important means of marketing and facilitating 
transactions, so the personnel structure is dominated by investment instructors.

Experienced IB will make use of rules to obtain excess channel dividends, which is 
the main risk for brokers. At the same time, such brokers often use slippage and other 
means to make clients’ trading fail to increase market-making gains.

Case Type Local Broker

Found Date in Vietnam 2018

Current Employees About 10

USD/EUR Spread 1.0~1.2

Leverage 1:500

Monthly Gross Deposit USD 500K

Active Accounts 1000

IB Rebate USD 3/Lot

MM
99%

STP
1%

Dealing
Structure

Client
Structure

IB
95%

Direct Client
5%

2.3.4 IB Direct-Funding or Fake Brokers

On top of the white-label market-making broker in Case 3, Vietnam has a considerable number of 
fake forex brokers and the most common of which is direct fundraising in the name of IB. Under the 
cover of forex investment, IB uses domestic accounts to receive funds invested by other investors. 
However, they do not put funds into the market, resulting in illegal fund-raising and even fraud.

WikiResearch - Case IV 

WikiResearch – Case Review

These brokers are generally composed of individuals with strong inflammatory 
language skills. They use so-called high profit investment to attract rookie investment 
and require investors to invest funds into investment accounts opened by local banks 
in Vietnam.

Such "brokers" are completely fake brokers that have a serious impact on the 
industry, affecting regulatory attitudes and investor confidence.

Case Type Local Company

Found Date in Vietnam 2019

Current Employees About 10

USD/EUR Spread
Unknown (Actually no 

spread)

Leverage 1:1000

Monthly Gross Deposit USD 200K

Active Accounts 8000

DC Acquisition Way Offline Lectures

Account-Opening Local Vietnamese Banks

Client 
Structure

IB
100%

Dealing 
Structure

Fundraising in the name 
of forex investment

100%
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Research on Forex Margin Investors 
in Vietnam

Part.3

The international forex brokers currently conducting business in Vietnam 
already have mature products and marketing thinking, and have achieved 
localization by recruiting local employees and cooperating with local IBs. A 
large number of payment companies remove technical barriers in funding and 
trading. At the same time, all brokers are optimistic about the future growth and 
opportunities in the Vietnamese market and are willing to continue investing 
in it. Our view is that the local financial IB, media and financial technology 
companies may well be the  biggest beneficiaries of this market.

“

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report

Research Views
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3.1  Portrait of Forex Margin Investors  
in Vietnam

 Vietnam is a country full of young people. In this survey, we deeply felt the infinite 
vitality and possibility brought by young people. Besides, we also found that Vietnamese 
investors were still in the early stage of development. Below we show the images of two 
typical investors from Vietnam and China. Through them, we can see the differences 
between Vietnamese and Chinese investors.

Gender Male

Age 34

Occupation
Employee of a foreign 
forex broker in Vietnam

Investment Starting 
Year

2018

Deposit per Time USD 0.5K, USD 2K at most

Perferred Product XAU/USD

Perferred Leverage 1:500

Trading Habit
To trade one lot after 
work every day

Trading Attitude Trading is a game

Knowledge about 
Regulatory License

Never heard about

Gender Female

Age 35

Occupation
Senior Manager of a 
family group

Investment Starting 
Year

2016

Deposit per Time
USD 20K, USD 100K at 
most

Perferred Product XAU/USD

Perferred Leverage 1:100-200

Trading Habit
Depending on the market 
information

Trading Attitude Trading is a game

Knowledge about 
Regulatory License

Know something

Mrs. Wang
Chinese

John
Vietnamese
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3.2 Population Attribute Structure of Forex 
Margin Investors in Vietnam

Different from our assumptions, Vietnamese brokers generally said in the interview that female 
users accounted for about 40% of the total users. This is a significant difference from other 
Southeast Asian countries.

WikiResearch – Gender Structure of Investors

WikiResearch – Age Structure of Investors

 What is the gender structure of 
your clients?

 What is your age?

 What is your gender?

The average age of Vietnam is only 30.9 years old. The age structure of the investors interviewed is in 
line with this data. Thus, the entire country has great potential.

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400

Female
40%

Male
60%

Female
21%

Male
79%

41%

53%

6%

20-30
30-40
40-50
Above 50

3.3 Investment Habit of Forex Margin Investors 
in Vietnam

 After observing the investment habits of Vietnamese foreign exchange investors by 
gender, we found that male and female investors have different trading habits. Female 
investors are higher than men in income and deposits, but they are less sensitive to 
trading technology platforms; men investors prefer to use 500 times and more leverage 
and are more accustomed to trade at night. It is worth noting that more than 50% of 
both men and women use mobile terminal for forex trading.

24%
Salary higher than 1000USD

65%
Salary higher than 1000USD

75%
Use 500 and more leverage

51%
Use 500 and more leverage

45%
Deposit higher than 500USD  

each time

61%
Deposit higher than 500USD  

each time

72%
Use MT4

29%
Don’t know what terminal to use

59%
Trade after 18:00

34%
Trade after 18:00

51%
Trade on mobile mainly

65%
Trade on mobile mainly

MALE

FEMALE

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400
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3.4 Investment Reason and Basis of Forex 
Margin Investors in Vietnam

 According to the WikiResearch survey, 87% of Vietnamese forex investors set “make 
more money” as a reason to trade, but only 9% of the users see forex trading as a choice 
for investment diversification. In terms of information access channels, more than 60% 
of investors have chosen KOLs or the professionals around them. This result once again 
proves the importance of KOLs in Vietnamese forex market.

WikiResearch – Reasons for Joining Forex Trading

WikiResearch – Decision-making Basis of Forex Investors

 Why do you invest in forex?(multi-choices)

 What is your most important decision-making basis? 

To make more money

Flexible trading time

The market is easy to understand

High risk and higher yield

Just have a try

Recommended by friends

I am professional

Investment diversification

Others

87%

73%

56%

40%

32%

25%

15%

9%

2%

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desk top research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400

Investment instructor’s message
Investment master’s message
Own judgement depending on market
EA trading
Others
Quantified technical decision-making

39%

15%

12%

6%
4%

24%

3.5 Risk Awareness of Forex Margin Investors  
in Vietnam

 Whether it is in the understanding of industry regulation, the choice of brokers, or the 
attitude of investment leverage, Vietnamese investors are hard to be defined as mature 
investors. Local market education work still has a long way to go.

WikiResearch – Knowledge on Regulatory WikiResearch – Choice on Brokers

 Do you know about the following 
regulatory authorities?

 Which aspect of brokers do you 
value most?

FCA Deposit&Withdraw Safety

ASIC Professionals' Advice

NFA Bonus and Prize

Other Regulatory 
Authorities Regulatory

CySEC Choices of People  
Around Me

FMA Reputation

FSAJ Product Profit

SFC Customer Service

FINMA Others

Never Heard  
About

46% 96%

37% 49%

18% 44%

16% 28%

13% 25%

7% 24%

4% 20%

1% 10%

1% 4%

40%

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400.

WikiResearch – Attitude Toward Leverage

 What is your preference toward leverage?

Lower than 100
100-500
500-1000
The higher, the better

30%

45%

16%

9%
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3.6 Risk Event of Forex Margin Investors  
in Vietnam

 According to the WikiResearch survey, 73% of investors have encountered risk events 
in their investment. In terms of rights protection, although investors will try a variety of 
means, these means do not really solve the problem at the end. Of course, the regulation 
and resolution of forex investment risk events is a global problem, which requires the 
joint efforts of the whole industry.

WikiResearch – Risk Events Happened to Investors

 Which risk event have you ever encountered?

Withdrawal Problem

Scam Platform

Malicious Slippage

Other Events

Broker Absconded

Never Encountered Before

46%

25%

16%

12%

2%

27%

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400.

WikiResearch – Right-protection Result After Risk Events 

 How did you protect your rights and what was the result?

Never did
Tried to Protect but Failed
Tried to Protect and Succeed

20%

71%

9%

3.7 Investment Prospect of Forex Margin 
Investors in Vietnam

 According to the WikiResearch survey, after a risk event, 32% of investors would 
increase their forex investment, and 24% of investors believe that they would reduce 
their investment until they withdraw. In friend-recommending respect, only 31% of 
investors are willing to recommend friends to start forex investment, and most investors 
are conservative about recommending friends to trade forex.

WikiResearch – Investors’ Attitude toward Further Investment

 Are you willing to increase your further investment?

Yes, I’ll invest more
I’ll keep still
No, I’ll invest less

32%

44%

24%

WikiResearch – Investors’ Attitudes toward Friend-recommending

 Will you recommend your friends to forex trade?

I will
I will not
Hard to say

31%

51%

18%

Data Source: WikiResearch Research Center’s forex market survey in Vietnam through desktop research 
and interviews of forex brokers, 2019. P1.20, P2.1400.
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3.8 Vietnamese Investors’
 Attitudes Toward Digital Currency

According to the WikiResearch survey, Vietnamese forex investors have a slightly better 
understanding of digital currency than brokers. Investors will also invest respectively 
according to income expectations in light of these two markets. However, it should 
be noted that 45% of the investors surveyed will increase their investment in digital 
currency and reduce foreign exchange margin trading. This deserves further attention.

 Have you heard about digital currency?

 Will you increase your investment in digital currency?

WikiResearch - Vietnamese Forex Brokers' Understanding of Digital Currency

WikiResearch - Vietnamese Investors’ Attitudes Toward Digital Currency

15% 15%

29%

41%

Very familiar with it and have already invested
Familiar with it, but haven't invested
Heard about, not familiar with it
Never Heard about

26%

38%

6%

30%

Yes, but I won’t reduce the forex investment.
Yes, I will reduce the forex investment.
No, I will increase the forex investment.
No, I won’t increase the forex investment neither.

Vietnamese investor market is still far away from being mature. The majority 
of Vietnamese users have never contacted mature or professional financial 
investment education, resulting in their investment behavior and attitudes 
still at an extremely preliminary stage. Not only will this phenomenon make 
Vietnamese investors easily victims of brokers' “technical means”, but also 
exacerbate the reshuffle of this market. Our view is that providing sufficient 
professional content and investor education is an imperative process for brokers 
to conduct a long-term business.

“

Research Views
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4.1 Vietnam's Unique Internal and External 
Environment Will Bring Unprecedented 
Opportunities and Challenges

 As a politically stable one-party state, Vietnam is experiencing a period of joint action 
with demographic dividends, global capital dividends, and global manufacturing 
restructuring dividends. For the forex industry, on the one hand, forex products, 
technical requirements and business models are highly mature; on the other hand, 
facing a fast-developing and far-immature market, the Vietnamese forex market will 
meet unprecedented opportunities and challenges.

Highly Mature Brokers

Highly Mature Technology 
and Information 
Environment

The business model of brokers 
currently operating in Vietnam is 
highly mature. Experience in other 
markets can be fully replicated in 
Vietnam with low learning costs.

Whether it is payment, communication 
or technology platform, it will not 
create obstacles to the development 
of the Vietnamese forex industry. On 
the other hand, the development 
of the mobile Internet has reduced 
information asymmetry to a minimum, 
shaping new patterns.

Immature Investors
At present, the investment amount 
and frequency, trading patterns and 
investment perception of Vietnamese 
investors are significantly immature, 
which shows a great room for 
improvement.

Immature Market
This conclusion is mainly reflected 
in the extensive existence of IB’s 
“encroach on fund” issues and 
fake brokers in Vietnam, as well as 
a considerable number of illegal 
fundraisers. This will greatly affect 
the healthy development of the forex 
industry, and even leads to a black 
swan event.

3

1

2

4

4.2 Policy Risks Still Remain.  
Pay Attention to the Black Swan Event 
Caused by Illegal Brokers

 At present, Vietnam is in a state of prohibition of foreign exchange trading in the open 
market, but it does not close the channels for Vietnamese citizens to open accounts 
overseas and third parties’ deposit and withdraw channels. After experiencing the 
strong government supervision in mainland China, global forex brokers have become 
more aware of how to do business in the space allowed by regulation. Instead of doing 
extensive public promotion, they would advertise through SNS, KOL and giving lectures 
to particular group of people.

There are many unprofessional IBs, fake brokers and illegal fundraisers in Vietnamese 
market. However, due to limited government administrative resources, the government 
does not conduct active supervision and investigation before any group reports or major 
incidents occurres. Therefore, in the future, Vietnamese government may conduct “one 
size fits all” supervision after illegal operators have caused heavy losses to the society 
and investors.

The “Cash Loan” industry, which enjoyed extreme 
popularity for a while in Vietnam, could serve as an 
example. After violent debt-collecting events became 
prominent and a series of baneful influences were 
caused, the Vietnamese government tightened their 
regulation and punishment on this industry. In the 
second half of 2019, the Vietnamese government 
banned “Cash Loan” providers from advertising on 
APP Store and Google Play Store. Police investigated 
over 10 providers and arrested their runners, 
including companies opened by Chinese.

“
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4.3 Certain Similarities Exist Between the 
Vietnamese Core Cultural and Forex 
Margin Investment

 As a country deeply influenced by Confucian culture and southwestern China, Vietnam 
has very similar wealth attitudes with investors in mainland China—accepting high-risk 
and high-yield investment ideas and preferring “all-in” gambling trading. Although the 
current per capita deposits in Vietnam is low, the Vietnamese market has great growth 
potential as income from economic development increases.

WikiResearch – Model of Deposit per Capita and Risk Preference in Forex 
Markets in Major Asian Markets
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4.4 Investor Dividends Have not Really Been 
Realized in Vietnam. 
The Next Decade is Vital.

 The current population wealth structure in Vietnam is a typical pyramid type. Even in 
the first-tier cities, such as Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, there are still just a handful 
of mid-to-high net worth individuals with a personal wealth of more than $500,000. 
However, with the economic development and demographic changes in the next 
decade, Vietnam will gradually form its middle class. This will bring more than 20 
million investors with more than $300,000 in wealth to the entire wealth management 
industry. In order to prevent the dilemma of “Entering early but not keeping up with 
the time”, brokers need to rationally plan their business methods and development 
rhythms.

WikiResearch – Evolution Model of Vietnam's Population and Wealth Structure

Business owners, senior 
executives, etc. High wealth people

Low- and middle-
income groups

2029e

2%
Personal wealth  

exceeds $500,000

33%
Personal wealth  

exceeds $300,000

2019e

1%
Personal wealth  

exceeds $500,000

24%
Monthly income 
average 500USD

75%
Monthly income 

0~150USD

65%
Monthly income  
average 500USD

Employees of foreign-funded 
enterprises, civil servants, 
professional service workers, 
etc.

Middle class and mid-
high income groups

Manufacturing workers, 
farmers, craftsmen, 
low-end service 
workers, etc.
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4.5 Impacts and Opportunities Brought by 
Emerging High-risk Investment Products

 Emerging investment products represented by digital currencies are very popular in 
Vietnam. According to relevant data, there are currently more than 300,000 digital 
currency traders and more than 60,000 digital mining community users in Vietnam, 
which is higher than the number of current forex investors in Vietnam. This also 
brought some impacts and opportunities to Vietnam's forex trading.

During the WikiResearch survey, several brokers said that the 
popularity of digital currencies in Vietnam has brought a considerable 
number of potential users to forex trading. Although we can't draw a 
conclusion now, we have reason to believe that there is a user flow and 
transformation relationship between the two.

More Professional 
Broker

Relatively Less 
Fresh Product

Relatively Higher 
Professional 
Requirements

More Stable 
Trading Object

More Reasonable 
Interest Distribution 
Mechanism

More Illegal Brokers 
and Scammers

Higher Market 
Sentiment

Higher Risk, Easier 
Trading

Younger 
Investors

More Unstable Market

Digital Currency Investment

Forex Trading

4.6 Business Advice for Forex Brokers in 
Vietnam

The office rental costs in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi are high, and the 
average salary of forex brokers is nearly 500 USD. However, due to the 
small amount of deposit per capita, the ARUP value of clients in Vietnam 
is lower than other mature markets. Even with the development of IB, 
brokers need to prepare for a net investment period of more than one year.

Withstanding Short-term Operating Pressure 
Caused by High Operating Costs and Low 
Customer Contributions

1.
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3.2.

Most of the Vietnamese investors are far from a real maturity. Whether 
it is a market-making based or STP-based broker, we recommend 
that it should maintain patience, appropriately slow down the pace of 
harvesting, focus on user base and customer service, and wait for the 
real market outbreak in the future.

Vietnam's mobile internet is highly developed, and investors generally 
obtain information through social networks. KOLs have a greater 
influence among Vietnamese investors. Compared with traditional TV 
or newspaper advertising, working with KOLs or building own KOLs is a 
more effective means for client development.

Be Patient and Focusing on User Base 
and Customer Service

Adapting to the Vietnamese Media 
Development Structure and Increasing 
Investment in KOL Channels



FOREX MARGIN TRADING

Investors open investment accounts by signing contracts 
with specific designated banks, depositing a fund (margin) 
as an undertaking and accepting the credit operation 
quota set by banks (or brokers). Investors can freely trade 
spot foreign exchange of the same value within the quota.

FOREX BROKERS

Forex brokers are intermediaries that introduce 
transactions in forex transactions, acting as intermediaries 
for forex supply and demand, and earning commissions 
from them.

IB (INTRODUCE BROKER)

Introduce Brokers help to introduce client to brokers' 
platforms to open accounts, and then receive a certain 
rebate from the platforms as a commission for the 
introduction service.

DEPOSIT & WITHDRAW

To deposit is to save funds into an account after opening 
an account. To withdraw is to take out the remaining funds 
to the personal account after the investment is completed.

MM (MARKET MAKER)

Market Maker can enter and adjust quotes to buy, sell, 
execute and clear orders. Market makers must operate 
under a given exchange's bylaws, which are approved 
by a country's securities regulator. Market makers' rights 
and responsibilities vary by exchange, and by the type 
of financial instrument they are trading, such as equities 
or options. The most common type of market maker is a 
brokerage house that provides purchase and sale solutions 
for investors in an effort to keep financial markets liquid. A 
market maker can also be an individual intermediary, but 
due to the size of securities needed to facilitate the volume 
of purchases and sales the vast majority of market makers 
work on behalf of large institutions.

STP (STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING)

STP stands for Straight Through Processing. What a STP 
broker does is to fulfill the client's order with the best 
quotes from their various liquidity providers, while adding 
some markup on the spreads. Though the STP brokers 
have no dealing desk, they do have an interface between 
the trading client and the larger market - their liquidity 
providers. These are nominated banks, which trade on the 
interbank market, and to whom the STP broker directly 
passes his clients' orders.

FOREX MARGIN LEVERAGE

In the forex margin trading, traders can make greater 
profits with a small amount of account fund by forex 
margin leverage. There is a positive correlation between 
profit and loss rate and leverage size.

SLIPPAGE

It refers to the deviation between the pip when the investor 
issues the opening/closing position and the actual pip of 
the trading, which will result in the investor's actual profit/
loss situation being inconsistent with the order or demand.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAP

The trading parties agree to exchange a certain amount 
of currency A for a certain amount of currency B, and 
exchange the same amount of currency A with currency B 
as scheduled. The party wilth a high interest rate currency 
will compensate for the party of low interest rate.

OFFSHORE REGULATORY 

Forex regulatory is currently divided into offshore 
regulatory and full regulatory. Offshore regulatory does not 
require the company to set up offices, company directors 
or shareholders locally. Most offshore regulatory does 
not have corporate income tax requirements. There is no 
limitation on the location and objects of tradings. The cost 
is low and the regulatory license issuance process is fast.

BONUS

It refers to a preferential policy for brokers to attract and 
to acknowledge clients. After the investor opens an forex 
account and deposits the fund, the broker gives different 
proportions of bonus according to the amount of deposit, 
to enable the client to trade by larger amount of fund.

DIGITAL CURRENCY

It refers to electronic money, which is not based on 
standard currency or central bank, and is capable of 
trading real goods and services, such as Bitcoin. This article 
mainly refers to the exchange and trading between digital 
currency and legal currency, such as bitcoin and US dollar.

Definition of Terms



Copyright

This report was produced by the WikiResearch Research Center. All texts, pictures and 
tables in the report are protected by the relevant trademarks and copyright laws. Part 
of the text and data is collected from public information and ownership is owned by 
the original author. No organization or individual may copy or transmit it in any form 
without the written permission of the company. 

Exception Clauses

The industry data and related market forecasts in this report are mainly obtained by 
company researchers’ using desktop research, industry interviews, market research and 
other research methods, and estimated by WikiResearch statistical forecasting model. 
Enterprise data is mainly obtained through interviews. Thus, it is for reference only. The 
survey data published in this report uses a sample survey method, and the data results 
may vary from sample to sample.

Due to the limitations of research methods and samples and the limited scope of survey 
data collection, this data represents only the basic conditions of the survey time and 
the population, providing a basic reference for the market and customers. Limited 
by research methods and data acquisition resources, this report is only available to 
customers as a market reference. The company does not bear legal responsibility for the 
data and opinions in the report.

Legal Notices


